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ABSTRACT

In this competitive retail world, retailers that can associate with their users by providing directed information, and offering customer-focused products and services, have the potential to be successful. Both brick-and-mortar and online retailers face competition from Amazon and to survive in today's competitive retail world, companies should adapt to changes in consumer behavior and develop strategies keeping their customers in mind. If used in the right direction, customers' data can provide a personalized experience which builds trust and loyalty in the firm.

The purpose of this creative component project is to increase knowledge and understanding of the leader in retail, Amazon, to study the ways it implements customer relationship management and its business model. In this report, a case study of Amazon is performed where Amazon’s journey from an online book store to a retail giant, its value proposition, and CRM strategy, and recommendation algorithm is described. Real data of toy products sold on Amazon is used to perform exploratory data analysis and to build a recommendation engine using multiple approaches. The report also presents an example of one of the victims of the retail shift, “Toys R Us” that went bankrupt. The study of Toys R Us would highlight the firm’s journey and some of the reasons that led to the demise of the firm because of the shift in retail. The last chapter features the conclusion which highlights the summary and takeaways from the creative component project.
CHAPTER-1
INTRODUCTION

Amazon has been ranked as the most trusted shopping site in the US. When it began in the 1990s, it started as an online bookseller but now it is the store that sells anything imaginable. A strong emphasis on customers is the foundation of any company's success. Jeff Bezos once said, "Obsess about customers, not competitors". Jeff Bezos has time and again stressed on the importance of focusing on customers, and how customers are the foundation behind any strategy of Amazon. Customer experience is the impression that you create on the customer at any touchpoint so that the customer trusts the firm and is loyal to build a long-term relationship with that firm.

Amazon’s retail service focuses on “more types of products and at lower prices”. In Chapter-3, the value proposition of Amazon is featured which describes the three main things that Amazon focuses on when it comes to their customers. The vast shift in customer expectations, increased competition, and technology have led to the changes in customer focus strategy by the companies. When it comes to retail, Amazon has changed the way retail functions for a few years. These developments in the retail business of Amazon is focused on their customers and keeping that in mind, I have highlighted four of the retail enhancements of Amazon. Figure 1 illustrates that the future of retail is changing with the use of the below-mentioned areas. This report highlights the use of almost all of the areas used by Amazon to shape the future of retail.

Customer interaction with companies requires better tools and services and Amazon provides these services using the latest technology. Using enormous customers’ data, Amazon has built its own algorithm that provides personalized recommendations to its users. The algorithm instead of clustering customers, clusters products. It is a powerful tool that gives businesses the ability to predict what customers would like or not like. Using data of toy products, I have performed data analysis and using insights, I have built a recommendation engine as featured in Chapter- 7.

Retailers these days struggle with massive debt, inefficient operations, lack of customer data, inability to adopt the latest technology, innovate and focus on customers. Even though Amazon has gained a sustainable competitive advantage, it still has some threats and risks from its competitors and retail market. Risk factors that could potentially affect Amazon are highlighted in Chapter-9. The results of the shift in retail have caused dozens of retailers to go bankrupt and many to close. The journey of Toys R Us which filed for bankruptcy after a crippling year and few of the reasons that led to its demise. The last chapter concludes the summary and key points of the creative component project. There is also future research mentioned which illustrates how this project can be used as the foundation to perform case studies on Amazon, recommendation engine and the retail shift.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
As a graduate student in Information Systems, I wanted to learn more about the retail giant ‘Amazon’, its business model, value propositions, and implementation of CRM. We have been taught about the business models using case studies of some of the famous firms in our curriculum that I thought was really interesting, as it gives real-world insights. Therefore, I wanted to do a real-world project and gain insights on the shift in retail. One of the best customer-focus services of Amazon is the recommendation engine. I wanted to understand the different types of recommendation algorithms and the in-house recommendation engine of Amazon. Therefore, using the data of toy products of Amazon, I’ve performed data analysis and using the insights from the analysis a trivial recommendation engine is developed. In addition, to highlight the victims of the retail shift, I have focused on Toys R Us and have learned about its journey and the reasons for its demise.
CHAPTER-2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The world of online shopping is driven by massive competition. Amazon like other giants such as Apple, Google and Facebook leading in their market area has the power for structural change to the technology industry. From the time Amazon started until today, it never stopped innovating or experimenting but the only thing that remained constant is customer focus. Jeff Bezos has continuously stressed the importance of prioritizing customers. Bezos once said, “If you’re competitor-focused, you have to wait until there is a competitor doing something. Being customer-focused allows you to be more pioneering.”

A lot of Amazon's developments, innovations, services, and strategies are customer focused which gives an edge to Amazon because it has the platform to provide the best-personalized experience a customer has seen. Service, Software Advisory. “Case Study: How CRM Is The Secret Behind Amazon’s Success.” https://www.softwareadvisoryservice.com/en/case-studies/case-study-how-CRM-is-the-secret-behind-amazons-success/ mentions that CRM is no longer considered as a trend but rather a standard requirement for business. Amazon implements CRM extensively and using multiple research papers and articles as cited in this report, chapter-4 and 5 feature business model of Amazon and the customer-focus strategy implemented by Amazon.

Grewal, Dhruv, Anne L. Roggeveen, and Jens Nordfält. “The Future of Retailing.” Journal of Retailing, The Future of Retailing, 93, no. 1 (March 1, 2017): 1–6. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2016.12.008. This research paper focuses on the five key areas such as 1) technology and tools 2) visual displays 3) consumption and engagement 4) big data collection and usage 5) analytics and profitability. Each section is explained in ways how these areas are shaping the future of retail. Two of the above mentioned five keys i.e. data and analytics are used in this report to describe how critical it is to value customers feedback and analyzing customers data to provide a personalized experience.
Bozkurt, Çağlar. “Amazon’s Retail Expansion Strategy” https://www.twentify.com/blog/amazons-retail-expansion-strategy features the steps Amazon took to stay ahead in retail such as the acquisition of Whole Foods and the start of Amazon Go. The firm has left no stone unturned to change the face of retail. Who would have imagined 20 years ago that with the expansion in technology, we would be provided with a lot of services to make our lives easier? Artificial intelligence plays a huge role in process improvements and improving how business is done.

Danziger, Pamela N. “Thinking Of Selling On Amazon Marketplace? Here Are The Pros And Cons.” Forbes. Accessed May 30, 2019. https://www.forbes.com/sites/pamdanziger/2018/04/27/pros-and-cons-of-amazon-marketplace-for-small-and-mid-sized-businesses/. This article mentions another advancement in retail by Amazon which is the Amazon Marketplace that has sold half of the goods sold on Amazon in total. As one of the advantages of Amazon, it helps SMBs to grow. It is important that retailers build their own website, but they cannot compete with Amazon's services and platform. This platform is easy to use and attracts a large customer base of Amazon especially for the firms that have exclusive products.

An article by Forbes reveals that 88% of consumers trust online reviews and ratings along with product recommendations. Taking advantage of customers' feedback is crucial for retailers to expand and improve their strategies. If bad reviews are more than good for a particular product, customers can get influenced and that could potentially affect the sales of that product. "Amazon's Recommendation Engine: The Secret To Selling More Online.” http://rejoiner.com/resources/amazon-recommendations-secret-selling-online/.

“Amazon’s Giving Away the AI Behind Its Product Recommendations | WIRED.” https://www.wired.com/2016/05/amazons-giving-away-ai-behind-product-recommendations/ This article mentions that Amazon has adopted AI to know its customers inside out. Product recommendations are one of the major ways of describing how Amazon has adopted AI.
This creative component features an implementation of CRM which is Recommendation engine using real-world data of Amazon. The big data of toy products sold on Amazon is taken from the Kaggle platform. "Toy Products on Amazon.” Accessed October 27, 2018. https://www.kaggle.com/PromptCloudHQ/toy-products-on-amazon. Kaggle is a data science platform where real-world challenges of firms can be found. Previous works on this dataset don't include a recommendation engine therefore, my analysis will help the beginners who want to use this dataset for future analysis.

Finally, to gain a competitive advantage is one thing but to remain sustainable takes continuous efforts. “Here’s A List Of 68 Bankruptcies In The Retail Apocalypse And Why They Failed.” CB Insights Research, March 12, 2019. https://www.cbinsights.com/research/retail-apocalypse-timeline-infographic/. This article mentions retailers who suffered the retail apocalypse since 2015. Some of the firms are big names including Diesel, JC Penny, Payless, Sears, Nine West, and Toys R Us. Toys R Us is one of the firm's that I have included in this report to illustrate the victims of the retail shift. The below article mentions that the firm was guilty of mismanagement. Radio, Business, Podcasts, and North America. “The Demise of Toys R Us: What Went Wrong.” https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/the-demise-of-toys-r-us/. The article highlights a few of the reasons that caused the firm to fail and it also highlights that the sales of toys have declined in general as there is not much growth in this area. Chapter – 9 shows the journey of Toys R Us and the reasons that according to me were responsible for the failure of the firm. There are some suggestions mentioned that the company could have adopted or tried to still be around. Similar to the risk that was faced by Toys R Us, there are risks for each and every retailer despite being the leader in the industry. Having said that, Amazon faces risks too which are described in this report. Finally, the last chapter concludes the summary and key takeaways from the report.
CHAPTER-3
THE RETAIL GIANT

The firm that started as a bookselling company is now an online retailer giant. Amazon is now a titan of e-commerce and is guided by customer obsession rather than competitor focus. The mission and vision of Amazon.com are:

*Our vision is to be the earth’s most customer-centric company: to build a place where people can come to find and discover anything they might want to buy online, and endeavors to offer its customers the lowest possible prices.*

As displayed by its mission, every strategy that Amazon makes revolves around its customers. It is using emerging technology to engage its customers, provide a personalized experience, and make lives of its users easier. Amazon is the leader in collecting, storing, processing, and analyzing customers’ information as a means of determining what customers want, and how they are spending their money. Amazon secures inventory in two ways 1) The company buys products from wholesale vendors and resells them 2) It lets independent merchants sell their own products on the marketplace. Since 2017, Amazon has changed the face of retail by taking some extraordinary steps in innovation, technology, and customer-focus. It has acquired Whole Foods and has launched a new kind of retail experience called Amazon Go. These enhancements have provided Amazon the edge and inspiration to other retailers to compete in this market. Today its business is more than just retail. It is a firm that offers many creative business lines. All of its different subsidiaries are helping Amazon grow and succeed.

Amazon owns the richest data about consumers, retailers, and manufacturers. This allows the giant to use technology for better decision-making and optimize the shopping experience for its customers. The firm combines a customer-centric approach along with data-driven decision making to design and capture the value and therefore it is crucial to learn from the journey of Amazon. Figure 2 depicts the timeline of Amazon:
Figure 2: Timeline of Amazon

- 1994: Amazon is launched as an online book retailer
- 1997: Goes public and launches Amazon UK
- 1998: Expands into music (CDs and DVDs)
- 1999: Expands into toys and electronics
- 2002: Launches Amazon Web Services
- 2003: Expands into selling jewelry, shoes, clothes
- 2005: Launches Amazon Prime
- 2006: Starts its online fresh food delivery business in Seattle
- 2007: Kindle book e-reader launches
- 2010: Amazon creates its original television content
- 2014: Echo, Amazon's voice-activated gadget is launched
- 2015: Opens its first physical bookstore
- 2017: Acquires Whole Foods
- 2018: Reaches a $1 trillion market cap
4.1 BUSINESS MODEL: Amazon sells goods directly to its consumers. In addition to direct sales, Amazon offers a platform for other retailers to sell their products. While Amazon doesn't charge a fee for its retailer partners to list items, the company does retain a portion of the sales as commission. It makes almost 70% of its revenue from the product sales and that was the foundation to grow other more profitable segments. Below is the business model canvas that shows the value propositions, customer relationships, channels, customer segments, and revenue streams.

![Business Model Canvas](https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/exponential-business-model/amazon/)
4.2 VIRTUOUS CYCLE OF AMAZON: The below figure is the virtuous cycle of Amazon that shows the flow of cash and has been the marketing strategy of Amazon since years.

![Virtuous Cycle of Amazon](image)


It is a strategy that starts from customer experience to drive traffic to the platform and inviting third-party sellers to join the platform which improves the vast selection of products. Selection and lower prices are Amazon's key objectives from the very first day. Amazon made a wise decision of passing higher profits to customers via sustained low product prices and reinvesting the rest of their surpluses into growth. A fair portion of these growth investments goes into their fulfillment and delivery network that in turn, helps to further lower their unit costs, and amplifies the subsequent elements of the virtuous cycle and the cycle continues.

4.3 VALUE PROPOSITIONS

When it comes to the customer-focus strategy, there are primarily three customer value propositions that Amazon focuses on:

1. Low prices
2. Fast delivery speed
3. Vast selection
• **Low Prices**

*Bezos, “There are two kinds of retailers; Folks who work to figure out how to charge more and there are companies that work to figure out how to charge less, and we are going to be the second, full-stop.”*

Amazon offers such low prices that they have displaced Walmart as being the leader in the price category. The low prices are provided without compromising on the quality and it does so by leveraging technology. In early 2001, Bezos agreed to increase the prices of a few products because Amazon was struggling with getting higher profits. Bezos then got aware of Costco's strategy and success and decided that whatever may the situation be, Amazon should have everyday low prices. By doing so, Bezos believed that Amazon could establish a massive competitive edge.

**Pricing strategies**

Amazon changes prices of millions of products every day using various pricing strategies.

1. **Price dynamism**- Prices of products are changed 15-20% of the products per day
2. **Price perception**- Amazon's low prices on the top viewed and best-selling items drive a perception that the firm has products of low prices overall.
3. **Demand/Supply pricing**- Demand and supply largely influence the pricing of any seller. It is also believed that Amazon holds surplus profits on a Marketplace product to itself rather than passing it to the merchant.
4. **Competition monitoring**- Each retailer on Amazon monitors its competitor pricing and changes the pricing strategy every day.
5. **Seasoned pricing**- Seasoned prices such as Black Friday and Christmas have lower prices and thereby leads to an increase in sales.
6. **Bundling/Recommendations**- Bundling with discounts using recommendation engine helps Amazon to sell 2-3 products together instead of just one. It suggests similar products using “Customers who bought this item also bought”
7. **Deals/Promotions**- Most of the days, Amazon has today’s deals on the home page that gives discounted prices and people end up viewing such items and buying items, even if they don’t need such items because they are on promotions.
• Fast delivery speed

Amazon has achieved great heights through the speed of delivery. They have shaped customer expectations to quicker delivery times. To deliver products faster, Amazon Prime was launched in 2005 when in the beginning members paid a higher amount for free 2-day shipping on eligible purchases. Since then, the list of benefits that Prime provides has increased a lot. Currently, 6 million people have Amazon Prime memberships in the US. From its enormous number of nationwide warehouses to its large network of logistics partners and delivery drivers, Amazon goes to great lengths to provide customers the fastest and reliable shopping experience. An average seller simply cannot match the shipping and delivery capabilities of Amazon.

Amazon's fulfillment center is the key enabler of fast delivery and a vast selection of items. Amazon has been expanding from fulfillment centers to sortation and delivery centers to Amazon prime airplanes and air hubs.

1) Inbound cross-dock center- These centers receive goods from different vendors. They are closer to ports and borders and act as buffers to package the incoming goods into truckloads and replenish fulfillment centers as needed.

2) Fulfillment centers- Fulfilment centers are the heart of storage and distribution of goods. Newer fulfillment centers are located closer to population-dense areas to reduce outbound transportation costs.

3) Regional Sortation centers- These centers perform the purpose of gaining greater control over delivery costs, delivery speed, and customer experience. These centers are nearer to the final destination of packages than to the fulfillment centers.

4) Delivery Stations- They are generally positioned in metropolitan areas and are smaller in size than sortation centers. These stations started in 2013. Packages arrive from either sortation centers or fulfillment centers, they are sorted by zip code, dispatched directly via local couriers or Amazon delivery service partners.
• **VAST SELECTION**

Amazon has expanded from books and media to jewelry, clothes, and services. In 1995, it used to sell only its own products and it began letting other vendors onto its product listings in 2000. Now, Amazon has opened a whole new world of comfort and trust for its customers where customers can buy products at the best prices, with a vast selection from multiple manufacturers and sellers. The firm offers the same level of experience as one gets from visiting Walmart or Target. There are millions of products which are competitive in price so a customer can choose from this vast selection of products.

---

**Figure 5: Product categories sold on Amazon. This figure is taken from:**

“These Were 2018’s Top Selling Product Categories at Amazon and eBay.” Accessed May 29, 2019.

CHAPTER 5
ENHANCEMENTS IN RETAIL

In the past few years, there has been a shift in Amazon's strategy of retail. It is now moving into brick-and-mortar stores. Amazon is not just following any brick-and-mortar store to provide a physical store experience but is shifting physical store experience using advanced technology. Amazon realized that if Amazon remained only an e-commerce retailer, it will miss out on the ways to provide customers great shopping experience. The firm wants to be everywhere and wants to provide both an online experience along with an in-store shopping experience. The focus or strategy is letting customers decide what they want to do and making strategies around its customers. Amazon is giving its customers a choice to shop wherever they prefer. As much as online shopping has its pros, there are chances that some people still prefer in-store shopping experience especially during vacations or the ones who aren't working 9 to 5 jobs. Below are the enhancements in retail that Amazon has started:

- **Amazon Prime** - Prime is the critical element of Amazon growth strategy. About 63% of Amazon customers are prime members. Jeff Bezos mentioned that Amazon Prime was started because customers love free shipping. Amazon’s prime customers spend approximately $1300 on average a year, twice as much as non-prime customers. Amazon prime offers a
broad choice of shipping methods and speeds. It not only provides quicker delivery but also comes with additional perks such as music, movies and more. Today, Prime has exceeded 100 million members and will continue to be the best revenue source for Amazon.

- **Marketplace**- This site enables independent sellers to buy or sell new or used products on Amazon. It has been said that third-party sales on this platform account for almost half of Amazon’s unit sales. Marketplace sellers are crucial to Amazon's overall growth. It is very easy to start selling on the Amazon marketplace. Although it's a great platform for the sellers, companies should have pricing control in order to maintain adequate margins to give to Amazon as commission.

- **Whole Foods**- Amazon acquired Whole Foods in 2017 and got access to 460 stores in U.S., Canada, and Britain overnight. Whole Foods has significant customer data in the in-store shopping which allows Amazon to use the data to make more strategic decisions and improve on grocery shopping. By acquiring Whole Foods, Amazon also got access to an extensive list of private brand label products and an increased reach and service quality for its customers.

- **Amazon Go**- It is a chain of convenience stores currently in four locations i.e. Seattle, Chicago, San Francisco, and New York. Customers should have the Amazon Go app which allows consumers to add others in their Amazon account. According to Bloomberg News, it has plans on opening 3000 stores by 2021.

- **Amazon Fresh**- It is a grocery delivery service and has partnered with the local stores to delivery of local items. There is an Amazon Fresh Pickup, a drive-in-type grocery store for Amazon Prime subscribers. There are already similar kinds of services available and are used globally but with Amazon as a brand, people will definitely prefer Amazon Go over others.
Customer Relationship Management is the key to manage and synchronize business communication and information. It has been around since the 1990s and has gone through massive development using analytics and management. In today’s world, CRM is no longer a trend but a requirement to succeed and has become a standard for business these days. It is defined as identifying the best customer and expanding the value from them by satisfying and retaining them. CRM along with other services that an e-commerce retailer offers could make or break any competitive firm.

Amazon implements CRM extensively and takes each and every customer into account. Amazon has its own CRM software in-house. The software is tailored to its own requirements and needs. It allows Amazon to encapsulate customer data which leads to improving the overall on-site experience of the customer.

“We see our customers as invited guests to a party, and we are the hosts. It’s our job every day to make every important aspect of the customer experience a little bit better.” -Jeff Bezos

Amazon uses CRM in various ways and that has helped the firm to grow successful since years. When customers buy something on Amazon for the first time, they set up an account which makes the process smoother and personalized for them. CRM brings tailored offers and promotions based on transaction history. The data stored regarding personal and payment information makes it convenient for the customers to use the one-click service. Amazon's implementation of CRM has been influential in the growth of its services.

Last year, I ordered a twin mattress from Amazon I read the reviews from other customers and checked the ratings too, but I didn’t like the mattress because it wasn’t what I was expecting. I placed an order to return the mattress and ordered a new one instead. As it was difficult to pack the mattress and return it, I contacted customer care asking them how I should proceed with the return. The person simply instructed me to keep the mattress. I was extremely pleased with the kind of service, level of customer satisfaction and how the firm does business. That incident made me a customer for life.
Below figure shows the three important factors for the company’s success.

- **User-friendly**- Amazon's website is easy to understand, search products, and use. It's so convenient that anyone can use it which makes it accessible for all.
- **Great selection**- Company offers a huge selection of products. What started with just books, moved slowly to music, clothes, shoes, jewelry to a whole new world of cloud computing.
- **Convenience**- Amazon constantly gathers information about its customers which helps it to treat each customer personally and therefore offer services that retain customers.

The following are the ways Amazon implements CRM:

- **Customer Selection**- Amazon uses abundant methods to select customers by knowing their customer behavior. It targets people to persuade them to use amazon.com
- **Customer Acquisition**- Every customer has an account on Amazon where customer information is stored such as an address, Date of Birth, card details, transaction history, etc. Amazon uses the customer account to know the customer and to satisfy them. Amazon makes the association in between the customer, communicating and viewing their interest help to Amazon gain customer trust.
Customer Retention- It is known that 40% of Amazon's customers are frequent users which shows that customers come back to the website to buy products. This clearly displays that Amazon retains its customers.

Customer Extension- The company integrates communication between its customers by review of products and ratings. This communication builds a level of trust between customers. Customers listen to other customers' advice and opinions on buying products.

Customer Interaction- Interaction of customers with Amazon is so smooth that rarely a customer needs help from customer care. Customers can use the CRM software for any purpose they want. They can use the services offered by CRM software to easily access anything on the website such as canceling an order, tracking an order, track old transactions which makes it stress-free for its customers.

Customer Care- Customer care services such as helping customers in times of need is an important part of any retailer. Customers trust Amazon because of excellent customer service.
CHAPTER-7
PERSONALIZATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Data on toy products sold on Amazon is taken from Kaggle. This data is preprocessed and analyzed using Python Jupyter notebook. In Section 7.1, exploratory data analysis is performed to get insights on 1) manufacturers of toy products 2) categories of products 3) price breakdown of toys. This analysis would provide a clear understanding of the niche market of toys and these three categories are further used in the development of recommendation engine. It is crucial to perform EDA as summarizes the important characteristics mainly using visualizations. In section 7.2, recommendation algorithms are studied as it is one of the best services offered by e-commerce firms that focus on improving customer experience and increase product sales. At Amazon.com, recommendation engines are used to personalize online experience for users. A trivial recommendation engine is built using data of toy products which considers customers’ feedback into account.

7.1 EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

- **MANUFACTURERS**: It is important for e-commerce firms to analyze its top and bottom manufacturers, to get an insight on 1) the sales of products 2) customers feedback on the manufacturers. In order to get the best out of Amazon's value proposition, Amazon needs to analyze the prices, sales, and how well the customers are liking the products. Top manufacturers could be handled carefully by Amazon and bottom manufacturers whose products are disliked by customers could be informed so that they could improve on their manufacturing and products. If a manufacturer has consistently bad reviews and ratings that creates a negative view about Amazon and thereby it cannot let all the sellers and manufacturers sell the products on the platform even when customers aren’t liking the products. Once the Top manufacturers are analyzed, they can also be used in the recommendation engine to give products of the same manufacturer if the customer is fond of a particular manufacturer.

- **Top 10 Manufacturers**: Below figure shows the top 10 manufacturers of toy products for Amazon currently. LEGO has the maximum number of products on Amazon followed by Disney and Oxford Diecast. This shows that products of the top manufacturers should be
stocked, these manufacturers could be given incentives for them to keep selling on Amazon and should be handled carefully.

**Figure 8: Top 10 Manufacturers**

**Top 10 Manufacturers by number of reviews & average review rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>manufacturer</th>
<th>number_of_reviews</th>
<th>average_review_rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playmobil</td>
<td>3,222</td>
<td>4.6851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGO</td>
<td>2,930</td>
<td>4.7526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchard Toys</td>
<td>1,608</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars</td>
<td>1,595</td>
<td>4.7458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolimit</td>
<td>1,566</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning Moves</td>
<td>1,549</td>
<td>4.6451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disney</td>
<td>1,449</td>
<td>4.6892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola</td>
<td>1,435</td>
<td>4.5363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intex</td>
<td>1,278</td>
<td>4.4807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa &amp; Doug</td>
<td>1,189</td>
<td>4.7084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9: Top 10 Manufacturers by reviews and ratings**

- **Bottom 10 manufacturers** - Below figure displays the bottom 10 manufacturers of toy products. All the below-shown manufacturers have just 1 product in the dataset. This
shows that customer feedback for these manufacturers should be monitored.

Figure 10: Bottom 10 Manufacturers

- **CATEGORIES AND PRODUCTS** - It is important to understand the category of products sold to create a personalized experience for customers. The figure below provides clarity on the products per category. From the below figure, **Vehicles** is the most occurred category in terms of products and average review ratings which comes under **Die-Cast & Toy Vehicles > Toy Vehicles & Accessories > Scaled Models** followed by **Trains** that comes under **Hobbies > Model Trains & Railway Sets > Rail Vehicles**. Amazon should concentrate to have products always stocked for the below shown top 5 categories because they are liked by the customers.
- **PRICES** - The below figure displays the top 10 prices that occur the most in the dataset. This would provide an estimate of how much Amazon could earn from the sale margin of toy products. From the manufacturer’s perspective, if they have information about this data, each manufacturer could decide how to set the prices of their toy products.

![Counts of Prices](image)

**Figure 12: Price distribution**

### 7.2 RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHMS

Personalizing customer experience is all about having customer data. In Steve Job's words – "a lot of times, people don't know what they want until you show it to them". Amazon's revenue growth relies heavily on the recommendation engine. Recommending items that are not so popular is very crucial because it will give good returns on the slow-moving inventory. The recommendation engine is considered as the best applications of AI in Amazon. 35% of all the sales are estimated to be generated by the recommendation engine.

There are two main techniques of recommendation engine:

- **Collaborative filtering**: It looks at the user-product interaction by finding customers with similar transaction history and recommend the top products purchased by the
shopper. This type of approach uses transaction data, so the performance of the model is improved over time as more and more transactions are available.

- **Content-based filtering:** It looks at the product and not the customer. The content-based approach leverages product information for its recommendations. We don't need lots of transactions but just the information on the products. Here, similar products are recommended based on the type of the product or for a book, it may consider the category or the author to recommend similar books.

![Collaborative Filtering vs. Content-Based Filtering](image)

*Figure 13: Recommendation engine techniques*

- **Item-to-item collaborative filtering**

Amazon used both the approaches to create its own recommendation engine called "item-to-item collaborative filtering". This algorithm provides three functionalities such as operates in real-time, scales to massive data sets and generates high-quality recommendations. This algorithm matches each of the users bought and rated items to similar items then combine those similar items into a recommendation engine.
Amazon works in a data feedback loop. The firm utilizes the data as provided by its customers such as their personal information when they create an account and purchase history as they buy products. As more and more people start using the website, they contribute more data and the product such as recommendation engine gets smarter to predict what the customers would want or like.

Figure 15.1 illustrates a sequence of steps performed by the recommendation process to generate recommendations whereas Figure 15.2 illustrates steps to generate a similar items table. From figure 15.1, the first step of the process involves finding a set of items that could be of interests to the users. In addition, similar items list and table are built. The next step includes to weigh the items by multiplying them with the commonality index. The list is sorted, and top M items of the recommendation lists are returned as one or more web pages to the user.

Figure 15.2 illustrates sequence of steps to create similar items table. Here, purchase histories of all the customers are retrieved. Temporary tables 102A and 104A are built which maps items to the customers that purchased those items. In step 106, popular items are selected based on a threshold. Common customers between popular item and other item are counted and commonality index is computed. Table 108A, stores other items and their associated commonality indexes which are then sorted and truncated to length N to generate the similar items list. Commonality index can be computed by using the following formula:
\[ CI(item_A, item_B) = \frac{N_{\text{common}}}{\sqrt{N_A \times N_B}} \]

**Figure 15.1: General Recommendations**

**Figure 15.2: Similar items table**

7.3 AN EXAMPLE OF A RECOMMENDATION ENGINE: A trivial recommendation engine is built which uses features such as average review rating and the number of reviews to display products with similar product names. A recommendation engine of Amazon cannot be replicated using this dataset therefore, this engine is built on customers feedback to recommend similar products.

Approach 1: This approach is based on the products. There are two features considered here such as the number of reviews and average review rating. The below figures display results where average review rating >=4.9 and number of reviews >1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>uniq_id</th>
<th>product_name</th>
<th>number_of_reviews</th>
<th>average_review_rating</th>
<th>amazon_category_and_sub_category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>My Little Pony Friendship Magic Collection - Fireflies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3894</td>
<td>Breyer 1:16 Traditional 1/9 Scale Shetland Ponies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Figures &amp; Playsets &gt; Farm &amp; Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7995</td>
<td>Ravensburger 10020 Jigsaw Puzzle 100 Pieces XXL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Characters &amp; Brands &gt; Ravensburger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8177</td>
<td>My Little Pony Friendship is Magic Midnight In...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Figures &amp; Playsets &gt; Accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8228</td>
<td>My Little Pony Equestria Girls Rainbow Rocks B...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Characters &amp; Brands &gt; Hasbro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approach 2: In this approach, the average review rating greater than or equal to 4.9 and the maximum number of reviews are considered. Here, only one product is recommended based on the condition of the maximum number of reviews. For instance, when the keyword “power rangers” is passed to the function, the engine returns a product called mighty morphin power ranger legacy dragon dagger with average review rating as 5.0 and number of reviews as 15.
Approach 3: This engine recommends similar products based on the **manufacturer** and considers only the maximum number of reviews. As it is necessary to take multiple features into consideration because there could be cases when the average review rating is 5 but the number of reviews is only 2. In that case, the rating couldn't be given equal importance as the rating is biased. Therefore, this approach results in only one recommendation based on the manufacturer. From section 7.1, we know that LEGO is the top manufacturer so we will pass that into the function.

```
In [189]: recommend_me('lego')
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>uniq_id</th>
<th>manufacturer</th>
<th>product_name</th>
<th>number_of_reviews</th>
<th>average_review_rating</th>
<th>amazon_category_and_sub_category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2556</td>
<td>LEGO</td>
<td>LEGO Star Wars 75088: Jedi Interceptor</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Characters &amp; Brands &gt; Star Wars &gt; Toys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Figure 17: Approach 2 results**

**Figure 18: Approach 3 result**

Approach 4: The final approach is based on the **product categories**. From section 7.1, Vehicles and trains came out as the categories with maximum products. Here, the condition is based on the average review rating greater than 4.9 and the number of reviews greater than 10. Below two figures show the examples of this approach:
Amazon’s vision is that recommendation engines will move beyond searching, clicking, and buying and hence will become like talking to a friend who knows your interests and anticipates your needs.

There are a few things that can be learned from Amazon's recommendation engine:

a) Product recommendations are a great way to sell bulk products together. Recommending a group of items that customer might buy as a bundle is a great way of maximizing order.

b) Exploring complementary products by using names of the recommendation engine is important.

c) Using purchasing history as a way to provide a recommendation. A new member would be provided with best deals instead of recommendations based on history.

d) Algorithms may recommend products that might be of no interest to the customers, therefore, offering feedback is crucial. With products, Amazon informs customers of the reason for a recommendation as well.

e) Real-time recommendations analyze what customers are clicking on. Real-time recommendations can provide instant products based on what they want to purchase.
CHAPTER 8
OUTCOME OF THE RETAIL SHIFT

8.1 TOYS R US
Toys “R” Us started in 1948 by Charles Lazarus after World War II. It was called a firm that completely dominates its retail category and drives all of its competition out of business. The company became a Wall Street favorite and was named as one of the New York Stock Exchange's hottest stocks. At its peak, the firm offered a 'pile them high' approach that offered customers a huge choice of products with multiple brands. But as competitors such as Walmart, Target, and Amazon entered the fray, Toys R Us suffered and the market share shrank. Investors burdened Toys R Us with massive and increasing amounts of debt. The debt burden meant that the firm wasn't able to make the switch to digital quickly enough to offset the Amazon and Big Box effect, in part because it was paying off debt and carried interest out of declining cash flow. The combination of debt and inability to respond to threats in a post-Recession environment led to the slow but steady decline of Toys R Us.

Toys R Us signed a 10-year contract with Amazon to be the exclusive vendor to sell its products exclusively in 2000 but Amazon despite the deal allowed other toy sellers to sell their products on the e-commerce giant to expand and increase profits. As a result, Toys R Us sued Amazon to end the agreement in 2004 and missed the chance to use Amazon to sell its products online. This was one of the reasons that led to the fall of the firm. Firm neglected the importance of online presence which proved to be disastrous for the retailer. Amazon countersued citing a “chronic failure” by Toys R Us to keep items in stock. The decision of the New Jersey court was that Amazon had violated the agreement and damaged Toys R Us’ exclusive position and capability to plan strategies.

Amazon settled the long-standing legal dispute with Toys R Us in 2009 and paid the firm $51 million. The deal had an early blow to the company's digital efforts, it was relying on Amazon instead of creating its own e-commerce platform and identity. Amazon, Target, and Walmart offered discounted products especially during the holiday season when Toys R Us used to make the maximum profits. Toys R Us couldn't compete with the low prices and therefore was
led behind in the race of retailers. This era has not been good for traditional retail stores. In 2017, there were 18 high-profile retail bankruptcies and in 2018, there were 13 major bankruptcies filed. Some of them were: Sears, Mattress Firm, Brookstone, National Stores Inc., Claire's, Nine West Holdings, The Walking Company, etc.

Efforts by Toys R Us to reform its in-store and online experience:

- The firm tried to revamp stores to enhance the in-store experience.
- It tried price-matching online holiday deals from Amazon and other retailers, in an attempt to win back customers from its competition.

What began as a single DC-based store for cribs and strollers, eventually became a massive big-box chain and a symbol of American retail. Some of the reasons that led to the bankruptcy of Toys R Us are the following:

- The stores were huge, full of inventory
- Products were badly merchandised
- Customer service was nonexistent
- Weak in providing the online shopping experience
- Digitalization influenced kids and parents to interact online rather than continuing traditional shopping
- With big retail giants as competition, it has become really difficult for a brick-and-mortar store to innovate and offer the same level of service as the giants are offering
- Comparing the value proposition of Toys R Us with Amazon, we can clearly come to the conclusion that even though Toys R Us offered low prices, and had a vast selection of toys it lagged behind in the fast delivery speed. Toys R Us did make an effort to sell all of its products on Amazon but it didn’t end well for the firm.

According to me, it was a good move from Toys R Us that it signed an exclusive contract with Amazon but when things didn’t work out with Amazon. The firm should have tried to come in a contract with Walmart or Target to have an exclusive section in their stores with only Toys R Us products. Although after a failed agreement with Amazon, Toys R Us tried to sell the products online and reported good sales also. That didn’t last long because of other retail giants moving faster than Toys R Us. Amazon was expanding in Prime with a vast selection of products. It
became the go-to site for shopping and led to the fall of many retailers who couldn't compete with the giants.

8.2 RISKS FACTORS FOR AMAZON

1. **International operations**- It is expensive to establish, develop, and retain operations and stores internationally. Operating internationally may lead to local and economic conditions, government regulations, restrictions on sales or distribution of products or services, limited, and technology infrastructure, or negative impact on cash flow. There could be difficulty in staffing, developing, and managing foreign operations or increased payment risk.

2. **The strain on operations**- Seasonality may affect operations of a firm. There could be issues such as overstocking, less demand, understocking when increased demand may result in lower sales and profits. There could be system interruptions if too many people try to access the website at the same time. Issues such as changes in foreign rate fluctuations, downtimes, disruptions in service by shipping carriers affect operations of Amazon.

3. **Cybersecurity**- There is a large amount of data processed, stored, and transmitted including personal information of customers such as credit card information, address, phone number, and date of birth which leads to the risks of security breaches. Such breaches could expose Amazon or its customers to loss or misuse of information. Although there are enough measures taken for the security of its customers, vendors, or the firm’s data, such measures cannot provide enough security.

4. **Inventory risk**- Seasonality, new product launches, changes in pricing, changes in consumer demand and spending patterns could lead to inventory risks. These changes should be monitored to avoid overstocking or understocking products. These inventory risks can affect the operating results of the firm.

5. **Competition**- In 10-Q of 2019 Quarter 1 results, Amazon mentioned that its business faces intense competition in different sectors such as web, electronic devices, e-commerce services, and cross-border competition. It also mentioned that the internet facilitates competitive entry and comparison shopping, therefore, increased competition reduces sales and profits.
CHAPTER-9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In conclusion, Amazon’s retail strategy is pushing the traditional brick-and-mortar retailers to innovate and compete with each other. The retail giant has been shifting the way retail works using technology and big data for the benefit of its users. Amazon’s services such as Marketplace platform are helping small businesses to expand and grow, and every strategy of the firm is focused on its customers. In order to take the best decisions for the customers, it is necessary to utilize customers data and create actionable insights about what customers want. The recommendation engine built using toy products data would add value to the previous works done on the dataset on the Kaggle platform. The insights of this niche market gained from the data analysis will prove beneficial not only to Amazon but also to the manufacturers and suppliers of toy products.

Finally, because of the shift in retail mainly caused by the leader, Amazon there are firms who have gone bankrupt and many who are struggling to cope up with the retail apocalypse. Toys R Us is one of the popular retail firms that went bankrupt therefore, the last chapter highlighted some of the reasons for its demise. Other retail firms can learn a lot from both the firms as one is still the leader and another that was very successful but went bankrupt.

FUTURE SCOPE

This case study can be utilized to increase the knowledge of the Amazon and how it implements the customer focus strategies to gain a competitive advantage. The recommendation engine built using toy products data of Amazon can be improved using open source algorithms by AWS. Sentiment analysis on customers reviews can be performed to understand customers feedback on the products which can prove to be beneficial to know the customers better and the results can be used to predict the negatives and positives about the products. This analysis would improve the products sold on Amazon and will keep the customers loyal and happy.
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APPENDIX

As part of Chapter-7, below is the general information regarding the steps performed to do the data analysis:

DATA SOURCE: The dataset was extracted from Amazon.com and is available on Kaggle. Kaggle is an online community of data scientist and machine learners owned by Google LLC which provides services such as machine learning competitions, Kaggle kernels, Kaggle learn, and job boards.

FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Average review rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Amazon category and subcategory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Customers who bought this item also bought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number available in stock</td>
<td>Items customers buy after viewing this item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviews</td>
<td>Product description and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of answered questions</td>
<td>Customer questions and answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer reviews</td>
<td>Sellers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOFTWARE: Quick sight is used to analyze the data and create visualizations. Python 3.0 and IDE Jupyter notebook are used to build the recommendation engine

PYTHON PACKAGES: Below packages are used for data analysis:

- NumPy- used for mathematical functions to operate on arrays
- Pandas- used for data manipulation and analysis
- Matplotlib- this package is used to create two-dimensional diagrams and graphs
- pyLDAvis- used for interactive topic model visualization

DATA PREPROCESSING: Preprocessing is a technique of data mining where real-world data which is inconsistent is cleaned. Raw data is taken, and preprocessing steps are applied to the data to prepare it for machine learning models or data analysis. In this dataset below steps were done as part of the data preprocessing:

- Missing values were checked and filled with NA or 0
- Data types of variables were checked
- Data types were converted according to ‘pandas’ library
- Feature engineering was used to extract categories feature and a new feature was built called Category 4 that displays toy categories.